
Physis 407-07Assignment 51.) Consider the metrids2 = ��2d�2 + d�2 (1)i)What are the Christofel symbols for this metri?ii) What is the aeleration vetor and its magnitude for the urve � = �0at various times �?iii)If you have a �eld � de�ned at all values of �; �, what is the wave equationin terms of �; � gABDA(DB�) = 0 (2)2.)In ordinary x,y,z,t oordinates (with metri ds2 = �dt2+dx2+dy2+dz2),de�ne the antisymmetri tensor FAB = �FBA with omponents (and othersrelated to these by the antisymmetry)F tx = Ex (3)F ty = Ey (4)F tz = Ez (5)F xy = Bz (6)F yz = Bx (7)F zx = By (8)where Ei are the usual omponents of the eletromagneti �eld, and Bi arethose for the magneti �eld.i) If one has a soure free Eletromageti �eld, show that the equationsDAFAB = 0 (9)DAFBC +DBFCA +DCFAB = 0 (10)expressed in terms of the oordinates t; x; y:z are the eletromagneti �eld equa-tions.(Note{ �rst show that for the omponents, the three omponent indiees inthe seond equation must all be di�erent for the left hand side to be non-zero.Thus there are really only 4 non-trivial equations.ii)Show that in general for an arbitrary antisymmetri FAB = �FBA, thatDADBFAB = 0 Note that while the antisymmetri derivative of a salar isassumed to be zero, you annot make this assumption for a tensor. Insteadlook at the omponents of this tensor expression and use the properties of theChristofel symbols.iii)Find FAA and FABFAB in terms of E and B.1



3. Show that the stress-energy tensor for the soure free eletromagneti�eld TAB = FCAFCB � 14FCDFCDgAB (11)is onserved by the equations of motion of the eletromagneti �eld. Ie,rATAB =0. 4. The relativisti Lorentz fore law for a partile of mass m and harge ean be written as mDuAD� = euBFAB (12)Show that this preserves the length of the vetor uA as it should. Show thatthis gives the usual fore law of and eletri and magneti �eld on a hargedpartile in the non-relativisti limit in the usual at spaetime metrids2 = �dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2 (13)
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